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3D fluorescence anisotropy imaging using 
selective plane illumination microscopy 

Per Niklas Hedde, Suman Ranjit, and Enrico Gratton* 
Laboratory of Fluorescence Dynamics, Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of California, Irvine, CA, 

USA 
*egratton22@gmail.com 

Abstract: Fluorescence anisotropy imaging is a popular method to visualize 
changes in organization and conformation of biomolecules within cells and 
tissues. In such an experiment, depolarization effects resulting from 
differences in orientation, proximity and rotational mobility of fluorescently 
labeled molecules are probed with high spatial resolution. Fluorescence 
anisotropy is typically imaged using laser scanning and epifluorescence-
based approaches. Unfortunately, those techniques are limited in either axial 
resolution, image acquisition speed, or by photobleaching. In the last 
decade, however, selective plane illumination microscopy has emerged as 
the preferred choice for three-dimensional time lapse imaging combining 
axial sectioning capability with fast, camera-based image acquisition, and 
minimal light exposure. We demonstrate how selective plane illumination 
microscopy can be utilized for three-dimensional fluorescence anisotropy 
imaging of live cells. We further examined the formation of focal adhesions 
by three-dimensional time lapse anisotropy imaging of CHO-K1 cells 
expressing an EGFP-paxillin fusion protein. 

©2015 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: (170.2520) Fluorescence microscopy; (180.6900) Three-dimensional microscopy. 
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1. Introduction 

As of today, many ligand binding, immuno-, and high throughput screening assays in the 
clinical and biomedical fields are based on fluorescence polarization [1]. Most of these 
applications are solution-based and performed with a spectrofluorimeter type of instrument; 
hence, the lack of spatial resolution is not relevant. However, with the development of 
advanced instrumentation, in particular confocal and two photon laser-scanning microscopy 
[2,3], fluorescence polarization imaging has become more and more popular over the last two 
decades [4,5]. Many polarization-based probes have been developed that can be used as 
biosensors in vitro as well as in living cells or tissues. Unfortunately, many commercial 
microscopes do not support polarization imaging as a standard feature. Often, the detection 
path contains prisms and gratings inducing a splitting by wavelength. Also, polarizing beam 
splitters in the form of a cube require special holders. Still, many instruments can be upgraded 
with additional components to support this type of fluorescence imaging. While laser-
scanning microscopy provides optical sectioning, imaging speed is rather slow as the data is 
collected in a sequential, pixel-by-pixel fashion. Consequently, especially for time lapse 
imaging, laser-scanning microscopy is usually limited to a single plane. Widefield, camera-
based image acquisition, on the other hand, is fast but, when combined with epi-illumination, 
lacks contrast in axial direction, or, when combined with evanescent excitation termed total 
internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy, is limited to the interface between coverslip and 
sample [6]. Still, polarized TIRF microscopy is very useful for surface studies [7,8]. Note that, 
in TIRF, the electric field has two components due to the elliptical polarization of the 
evanescent field with the intensity predominantly polarized normal to the interface. This can 
be exploited to study oriented systems [9]. One solution to combine the imaging speed of 
camera-based detection with axial sectioning capability is to rapidly move an array of focal 
spots across the observation plane, usually by the use of a rotating disc. Unfortunately, the 
photon collection efficiency of such a setup is poor leading to a lack in sensitivity and 
increased photobleaching. To overcome these limitations, a concept dating back more than 
one hundred years has been reintroduced recently; the basic idea is to illuminate the sample 
with a light beam perpendicular to the detection axis of the microscope [10–12]. Named the 
ultramicroscope by Siedentopf et al., the acronyms orthogonal plane fluorescence optical 
sectioning (OPFOS) and selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) are the most 
common ones these days. Based on the original concept, huge improvements in image quality 
were made by the development of long working distance objectives, combined with advances 
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in camera and computer-based data processing technology. By injecting a thin sheet of light 
perpendicular to the detection axis, only the focal plane of the detection lens is illuminated, 
resulting in excellent optical sectioning and minimal light exposure of the sample. At the 
same time, wide field detection with a camera results in superior imaging speed. The SPIM 
method is also very versatile; it can be used to image larger specimens (~1 mm) such as 
tissues and whole organisms [13], or adopted for imaging of smaller samples such as single 
cells on a coverslip [14]. In this work, we demonstrate how polarization sensitive imaging can 
be done effectively in the SPIM configuration. We assessed the sensitivity of our instrument 
by measuring the fluorescence polarization of Rhodamine 110 dissolved in solutions of 
different water/glycerol content and comparing the results to measurements using a 
spectrofluorimeter. We further show how high quality, three-dimensional images of the 
fluorescence polarization exhibited by various genetically encoded fusion probes expressed in 
living CHO-K1 and HeLa cells can be obtained with SPIM. Finally, we visualized the 
aggregation of the EGFP-paxillin fusion probe in focal adhesions by 3D time lapse imaging of 
CHO-K1 cells. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Definition and calculation of the fluorescence anisotropy 

As our SPIM setup was designed for coverslip-based samples, such as a monolayer of single 
cells, the perpendicularly arranged excitation and detection lenses dip into the sample dish 
from the top at an angle of 45° with respect to the sample plane. To quantify the polarization 
of the emission, we calculated the fluorescence anisotropy, r , defined as 
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with VVI  and VHI  the fluorescence intensities of vertical and horizontal polarization with 
respect to that of the vertically polarized excitation beam. A potential bias in the detection of 
the two polarizations due to polarization sensitive optics was accounted for by the G  factor 
defined as 
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To measure the G  factor, the polarization of the excitation beam is set in such a way that 
both detection channels are of perpendicular orientation with respect to the excitation. In this 
configuration, the emission intensities can be referred to as HVI  and HHI . Alternatively, the 
sample could be detected at the magic angle (54.7°) [15]. An additional correction has to be 
considered when employing objective lenses of high numerical aperture (NA), which create a 
cone of light instead of a more or less parallel beam. At the periphery of the cone, there is a 
component of the electric field parallel to the optical axis causing partial depolarization of the 
light [15,16]. This depolarization can be accounted for by replacing the factor of two in Eq. 
(1) with a factor 2NAx ≤  resulting in 
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This correction factor can be determined experimentally, e.g., by measuring a sample of 
high anisotropy with an objective lens of low NA ( 0.3< ) that has a negligible effect on the 
polarization [17,18]. This reference anisotropy value can then be used to calculate the 
correction factor that will match the result obtained with the high NA lens. For our SPIM 
setup, we determined NAx  by a reference measurement with a spectrofluorimeter, FLUOr , using 
the following equation 
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2.2 Description of the SPIM setup used for anisotropy imaging 

Figure 1 shows a scheme of our home built SPIM setup as used for fluorescence anisotropy 
imaging. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the SPIM setup used for fluorescence anisotropy imaging, see main text 
for a description. 

For fluorescence excitation, a 488-nm laser diode (488nm, ISS, Champaign, IL, USA), a 
561-nm solid state laser (CL561-150, CrystaLaser, Reno, NV, USA) and a 635-nm laser diode 
(CPS180, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) were joined with long pass dichroic mirrors. The 
intensity of each laser line was controlled independently with an acousto optical tunable filter, 
AOTF, (AOTFnC-400.650, AA Opto-Electronic, Orsay, France). As a benefit, the AOTF 
acted as a polarizer, yielding linearly polarized light at the first order of diffraction. After 
passing a single mode polarization maintaining fiber, PMF, the orientation of the polarization 
was adjusted with a half wave plate (AQWP05M-600, Thorlabs). The beam was then scanned 
across the back focal plane of the excitation lens, OLE (CFI Plan Fluor 10XW, NA 0.3, 
Nikon, Melville, NY, USA), to form the light sheet. The excitation lobe was scanned across 
the field of view once per exposure cycle to ensure homogeneous illumination of the focal 
plane of the detection objective, OLD (Scaleview 25x, NA 1.05, Olympus, Center Valley, PA, 
USA). The scanning optics included a galvanometric mirror, GM (GVSM002, Thorlabs), a 
scan lens, SL (#49-356, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ, USA), and a tube lens, TLE (#49-
362, Edmund Optics). A function generator (DS345, SRS, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) 
synchronized to the sCMOS camera (Zyla 4.2, Andor, Belfast, Ireland) was used to generate 
the proper voltage ramp. Fluorescence light was spectrally cleaned by a band pass filter, F 
(FF01-520/35, Semrock, Rochester, NY, USA), before splitting the beam into its parallel and 
perpendicular polarization components with a polarizing beam splitter cube, PBS (CM1-
PBS251, Thorlabs). Via tube lenses, TLDs (#47-740, Edmund Optics), both beams were 
imaged onto the opposing sides of a knife-edge prism mirror, PM (MRAK25-P01, Thorlabs). 
With another lens, LD (#47-737, Edmund Optics), the two polarizations, I  and I⊥ , were 
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then re-imaged side-by-side onto the chip of the camera yielding a sample pixel size of 142 
nm. A 3-axis stage (MAX343, Thorlabs) was used to move the sample. We used the freely 
available Micro-Manager open source microscopy software [19] to operate our SPIM system. 
The image acquisition process is described previously [20]. 

2.3 Demonstration of depolarization effects induced by different fluorophore environments 

To demonstrate how image contrast is obtained by fluorescence anisotropy imaging, we 
coated a glass coverslip with a ~100 µm thick layer of PMMA containing ~100 nM of 
Rhodamine 110. This sample was placed in a tissue culture dish (Falcon 353002, VWR, 
Radnor, PA, USA), filled with water, and subjected to SPIM imaging by exciting Rhodamine 
110 fluorescence with 488-nm light. The immersion water was then supplemented with the 
same dye until the fluorescence intensity from the solution matched the fluorescence 
emanated by the PMMA-Rhodamine 110 layer, 3D images are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional projection of the fluorescence intensity (a) and anisotropy image (b) 
at the interface between a PMMA film covered with immersion water containing similar 
concentrations of Rhodamine 110. Fluorescence intensity and anisotropy histograms are shown 
to the side. 

By means of the fluorescence intensity the PMMA layer cannot be distinguished from the 
immersion water anymore, see Fig. 2(a), while the two environments are clearly separated in 
the anisotropy image, see Fig. 2(b). The low anisotropy of Rhodamine in water is caused by 
fast rotational diffusion. This form of depolarization is inhibited in the PMMA matrix 
resulting in rather high anisotropy values. 

3. Results 

3.1 Evaluation of different water/glycerol mixtures containing Rhodamine 110 

To evaluate the performance of our SPIM system, we prepared solutions of water and glycerol 
mixed a different ratios supplemented with ~100 nM of Rhodamine 110; fluorescence was 
excited with 488-nm light. Eleven solutions containing 0–100% v/v glycerol were measured 
at room temperature (24.3 ± 0.2°C). Subsequently, the solution containing 90% v/v glycerol 
was subjected to measurements at different temperatures between 27°C and 37°C. For each 
sample, we acquired two image series (2,048 × 2,048 pixels, 100 frames, 30 ms exposure 
time), one series with the half wave plate in a position yielding vertically polarized excitation 
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light, and the other series with the half wave plate in a position yielding horizontally polarized 
excitation light. For each series, we calculated the temporal average followed by subtraction 
of the camera background. Both images were then split into their parallel and perpendicular 
components, a 64 pixel wide strip was removed for each detection channel to avoid artifacts 
introduced by the splitting edge of the dual view. Consequently, we obtained four images, 

VVI , VHI , HVI , and HHI  of 2,048 × 960 pixels each. A G  factor image was calculated 
according to Eq. (2), followed by calculation of the final anisotropy image using Eq. (3). The 
relatively high NA of the detection lens used in our SPIM setup (NA 1.05) was also taken into 
account. The temperature series of the 90% v/v glycerol solution was used for this purpose, 
yielding a correction factor, 1.66 0.06NAx = ± . Each closed symbol in Fig. 3 represents the 
pixel average and standard deviation of the corresponding anisotropy image. For comparison, 
the fluorescence anisotropies of the same solutions were measured with a spectrofluorimeter 
(Fluoromax-4, Horiba Scientific, Edison, NJ, USA) maintaining the excitation wavelength 
and spectral detection window of the SPIM measurements. 

 

Fig. 3. Fluorescence anisotropy measurements of Rhodamine 110 in solutions of different 
water/glycerol content (blue symbols) and varying temperature (red symbols) with a 
spectrofluorimeter (open symbols) and our SPIM setup (closed symbols). 

At low glycerol content, the viscosity of the solution is low, allowing for fast rotational 
relaxation. Hence, the emitted fluorescence is almost completely depolarized, we obtained 
anisotropy values of 0.0090 0.0005r = ±  with the SPIM and 0.008 0.002r = ±  for the 
fluorimeter experiments, respectively. Dissolved in water at room temperature, these low 
values close to zero are typical for a small dye of rather long lifetime (~4 ns). Sometimes, 
such a sample is used to determine the G  factor assuming 0r ≈  [4,17]. For the solution of 
highest glycerol content (99.6%), we obtained steady-state anisotropy values of 0.336 ± 0.002 
with the SPIM and 0.341 ± 0.013 with the fluorimeter. With respect to the error, the 
anisotropy values obtained by SPIM perfectly match the corresponding fluorimeter values. 
The temperature series underlies the strong temperature dependence of the viscosity. We note 
the high precision of the anisotropy values obtained by SPIM, clearly resolving temperature 
differences as little as 1°C. 
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3.2 Three-dimensional live cell anisotropy imaging 

There are three main mechanisms that modulate the anisotropy in fluorescence images of 
fluorescently labeled cells and tissues – rotational motion of the fluorophores, energy transfer 
between fluorophores, and their orientation relative to the polarization of the excitation light. 
In the first case, depolarization is caused by either passive, diffusional rotation or active 
rotation, e.g., by a motorprotein [21]. However, biomolecules are usually large compared to 
dye molecules resulting in a rather slow diffusional rotation with respect to the fluorescence 
lifetime. This is especially true for proteins tagged with genetically encoded markers such as 
green fluorescent protein (GFP). Consequently, their anisotropy is not significantly increased 
when bound to other cellular components compared to just free diffusion. To illustrate this 
point, we subjected enhanced (E)GFP expressing CHO-K1 cells to 3D SPIM anisotropy 
imaging, an exemplary cell is shown in Fig. 4(a). The anisotropy in each plane was calculated 
according to Eq. (3) with a global G  factor. Since background pixels yield arbitrary 
anisotropy values, an intensity threshold was applied. To get the correction factor, the same 
sample was imaged with horizontally polarized excitation. From this G  factor image, 
calculated according to Eq. (2), we used the position of the maximum of the resulting 
distribution instead of the average value in order to avoid any bias introduced by intensity 
thresholding. The resulting anisotropy of EGFP is high (0.29 ± 0.06) and relatively 
homogeneously distributed; note that the errors stated correspond to the pixel standard 
deviation, the standard error is negligible due to the large number of total pixels. In particular, 
there is no difference between the cell cytoplasm and the cell nucleus, which appears to be a 
little brighter in the intensity image displayed in Fig. 4(b). Nevertheless, we note an 
anisotropy decrease towards the top of the cell as depicted in Fig. 4(c). In the second case, 
depolarization is caused by energy transfer between differently orientated fluorophores. Many 
biosensors are based on that principle [17]. As an example, Fig. 4(d-f) depicts a HeLa cell 
expressing dimers of EGFP. Due to homotransfer between the two chromophores of the 
dimer, fluorescence anisotropy is reduced (0.26 ± 0.06) compared to the cell expressing EGFP 
monomers [22]. Again, the average anisotropy decreases towards the top of the cell. A more 
interesting example is actin-GFP, a HeLa cells expressing this fusion protein is shown in Fig. 
4(g-i). Monomeric actin (G-actin) does not show depolarization due to homotransfer until it is 
polymerized into strands (F-actin). Consequently, fluorescence anisotropy imaging can be 
used to visualize actin polymerization [23]. We observed that the concentration of F-actin is 
highest close to the cell membrane. Another example of aggregation leading to homotransfer 
is the EGFP-paxillin fusion protein. The paxillin protein is vital for cell adhesion, cytoskeletal 
reorganization and cell migration [24]. It is recruited to focal adhesions of a cell from a pool 
of monomeric paxillin residing in the cell cytoplasm [25,26]. Figure 4(j-l) shows the 3D 
projection of an EGFP-paxillin expressing CHO-K1 cell. The anisotropy is lowest close to the 
bottom of the cell, clearly identifying the focal adhesions as areas of highly compacted 
paxillin. We note that, in addition to monitoring fluorophore rotation and energy transfer, 
differences in fixed orientation, e.g., protein organization in a membrane [27], could also be 
revealed by SPIM fluorescence anisotropy imaging. 
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Fig. 4. Measurements of EGFP expressing CHO-K1 cells (a-c), EGFP-EGFP expressing HeLa 
cells (d-f), actin-EGFP expressing HeLa cells (g-i), and EGFP-paxillin expressing CHO-K1 
cells (j-l). 3D intensity projections of the anisotropy images are shown in the left column. The 
corresponding 3D intensity projections are displayed in the center column. The right column 
contains plots of the average anisotropy in each plane of the z stack, the error bars correspond 
to the pixel standard deviation. Anisotropy images of exemplary planes are shown as insets. 

3.3 Three-dimensional time lapse anisotropy imaging 

High imaging speed combined with low light exposure renders SPIM the ideal tool for 3D 
time lapse imaging. We took advantage of those properties to visualize paxillin aggregation in 
live CHO-K1 cells. A 3D series was acquired over 30 min at one minute intervals, the 
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intensity projections of the fluorescence anisotropy are provided as Visualization 1, 
exemplary time points are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Three-dimensional time lapse anisotropy images of EGFP-paxillin expressing CHO-K1 
cells (see Visualization 1).  As the cells shown in the 3D intensity projections travel along the 
surface, membrane protrusions are formed (arrows). At these sites, EGFP-paxillin is 
compacted forming new adhesions as indicated by the low anisotropy. 

The high packing density of the EGFP-paxillin proteins at the adhesion sites facilitates 
homotransfer between chromophores resulting in a low anisotropy. Consequently, cellular 
adhesions present at the 2 min time point can be clearly identified in Fig. 5(a). The arrow, on 
the other hand, points to a part of a cell with no or little adhesions indicated, yet. Five minutes 
later, however, the cell has formed a fairly large membrane protrusion at the same spot, 
depicted in Fig. 5(b). The fluorescence anisotropy exhibited by this protrusion is reduced 
compared to cytoplasmic EGFP-paxillin, indicating that the protein is already forming 
aggregates. After another five minutes, which is the time point shown in Fig. 5(c), the 
protrusion has collapsed into smaller, stable adhesions. After yet another five minutes, this 
process is repeated on the other side of the cell, as depicted in Fig. 5(d-f). 

4. Discussion 

Due to higher image acquisition speed, reduced light exposure and cost-effectiveness, SPIM 
has started to replace laser scanning microscopy (LSM) for three-dimensional imaging 
applications. Therefore, it is important to transfer all the methodologies developed for the 
LSM platform to the SPIM platform. Anisotropy imaging is a powerful tool to study the 
organization, composition and dynamics of molecules in biological systems and anisotropy 
studies can greatly benefit from the advantages SPIM has to offer. We first verified the 
accuracy of our SPIM system by measuring and comparing the anisotropy of dye solutions of 
different water/glycerol content with spectrofluorimeter measurements. Subsequently, we 
visualized the aggregations state of various fusion proteins in live cells, and, finally, by 3D 
time lapse anisotropy imaging, we were able to show that focal adhesion assembly is preceded 
by the formation of membrane protrusions including the formation of paxillin aggregates. 
Detection of the two perpendicular polarizations was facilitated by a custom dual view. 
However, anisotropy imaging is also possible by sequential imaging with a rotating polarizer, 
which might be easier to add to a commercial setup. With the exception of TIRF microscopy, 
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another quality unique to the SPIM configuration is to be able to excite the fluorophores with 
light that is polarized parallel to the detection axis. In this study, we have been looking 
exclusively at isotropic systems without particular molecular orientations. We excited with 
horizontally polarized light only to measure the G  factor. However, the perpendicular 
orientation of the detection axis with respect to the excitation axis in SPIM could allow 
detailed characterization of oriented systems, such as proteins in cellular membranes; multiple 
angles could thus be probed by rotating the polarization of the excitation. With further 
establishment of the SPIM technology, we believe that 3D (time lapse) anisotropy imaging 
will find a wide range of applications in biological/biomedical research. 
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